ACADEMIC CALENDAR U. DE SANTIAGO
First semester: from the beginning of March to the end of July
Second semester: from beginning of August to the end of December
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COURSES AND STUDY OPTIONS
Semester courses at the University of Santiago de Chile
Visit the offer of programs at www.admision.usach.cl and on the websites of each particular unit.

Study areas with restrictions
Units that cannot receive mobility applications: Law, Occupational Therapy and Kinesiology. These are recent careers, therefore they are not yet open for student mobility.

Careers of the Faculty of Medical Sciences (Nursing, Medicine and Obstetrics) require a certificate of vaccination against Hepatitis B and Influenza. Also, they allow to take only semester subjects.

All students applying for mobility during a semester must select exclusively semester courses. Annual courses are no option.

Research internships
You must submit, together with the respective Application Form, an academic proposal that includes, ideally, an academic tutor and specific area of study to complete an internship.

APPLICATION PERIOD
Deadline for submission of candidacy
First semester (March to July): October 30
Second semester (August to December): May 30

The acceptance of candidacies is not guaranteed. Each application will be reviewed and, by virtue of internal university definitions, the application may or may not be accepted.

Incomplete applications or those that do not contain the institutional support of the University of origin will not be processed.

COST OF LIFE IN CHILE
Approximate expenses per month in Santiago, Chile

- **HOUSING**
  320- 400 USD
- **FOOD**
  300 USD
- **TRANSPORT**
  40 USD*

* 12-14 dollars with a Student Card. (Obtained upon arrival in Chile)

Accommodation places in Chile
a) Residences and university pensions
b) Shared and private apartments for rent

SUGGESTIONS FOR HOUSING CAN BE DOWNLOADED HERE

The U. of Santiago de Chile does not have student residence for foreign students. It is possible for us to share housing suggestions that other students have recommended once you are accepted to our university.
**STEPS TO APPLY**

**Step N°1**
Choose the career you want to study at the U. de Santiago de Chile. Observe the academic offer and the semester subjects of the program. Check if your University accepts these subjects.

**Step N°2**
Check with your University if you can apply to the U. de Santiago de Chile. Check if you meet the internal requirements of your home university and those of the U. de Santiago de Chile.

**Step N°3**
The coordination of mobility and / or International Relations of your home University will send our Incoming Coordinator the Unique Application Form with all the required attached documents.

**DOWNLOAD THE FORM HERE**

How to send it: a single PDF file that contains all the documents requested. Passport scan: Independent of the country of origin, all students must present a scanned copy of their passport when applying. Revise carefully the validity of your passport, since it will be the one mentioned in the official Letter of Acceptance.

**Step N°4**
If you are accepted, the Department of International and Interuniversity Relations of the USACH will send an official Letter of Acceptance to the person in charge at your home university. With this document you will have to process your student visa at the Consulate of Chile.

**Step N°5**
You will have to present yourself at the Information Day for foreign students, which will be duly scheduled before the beginning of the academic semester. You must provide a physical copy of your Student Visa for Chile and a physical copy of your Health Insurance.

**CONTACT WITH THE UNIT**

Department of International and Interuniversity Relations - University of Santiago de Chile
Address: Av. Alameda Lib. Bernardo O’Higgins 3363 | Estación Central | CP 9170022 Santiago – Chile
Telephone +56 2 27180042
drii@usach.cl / internacional@usach.cl

Anoek van den Berg
Director International Relations
anoek.vandenberg@usach.cl
+56 2 27180044

Fernando Olmos Galleguillos
Coordinator of International Student Mobility (Incoming students)
fernando.olmos@usach.cl
+56 2 27180043

Macarena Pérez Ovalle
Coordinator of International Student Mobility (Outgoing students)
outgoing.drii@usach.cl
+56 2 27180197

Bilha Ojeda
Coordinator of Faculty Mobility
bilha.ojeda@usach.cl
+56 2 27180198

Mayerley Pacheco
Coordinator of International Cooperation
mayerley.pacheco@usach.cl
+56 2 27180073

Paula Mondaca
Coordinator Welcome Center
paula.mondaca@usach.cl

Gianina de la Barrera
Agreement Coordinator
gianina.delabarrera@usach.cl
+56 2 27180045